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 Not only did William Shakespeare write plays that reflect the issues that confront 

human existence in the most profound manner, he even used the metaphor of the play as a 

means to describe a significant dimension of all of our lives: 

 

All the world’s a stage,  

And all the men and women merely players. 

They have their exits and entrances,  

And one man in his time plays many parts,  

His acts being seven ages. 

 As You Like It, Act 2, Scene 7, Line 139. 

 

Life’s but a walking shadow; a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour on the stage,  

And then is heard no more: It is a tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,  

Signifying nothing. 

 Macbeth, Act 5, Scene 5, Line 24. 

 

The conceit that each of us are playing various parts over the course of our lives in a cosmic 

drama before an audience of both our peers and contemporaries, as well as those who read 

recorded history, the “audience” watching and reflecting upon what we do and what happens to 

us, were we to also assume that whatever the ultimate script, we are granted free choice, all 

supplies an interesting gloss to R. Akiva’s famous dictum in Avot: 

 

 Avot 3:15 

Everything is foreseen, yet permission is given. 

 

Robert Alter expresses this particular dramatic dialectical paradox as,  

 

…a tension between God’s Will, His Providential Guidance, and human freedom, 

the refractory nature of man.1 

 

A particular aspect of Halacha that directly reflects the awareness to which Shakespeare 

alludes, i.e., that our actions are being watched and evaluated,2 is “Mar’it Ayin”, lit. “the 

appearance to the eye”. Manifestations of this principle are generalized as follows: 

                                                           
1
 The Art of Biblical Narrative, Basic Books, New York, p. 33. 
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Entzyklopedia Talmudit, Vol. 17, Column 567 “Cheshad; Mar’it Ayin” 

 

Definition:  

The obligation to remove oneself from the suspicion of other people we find in two 

areas: 

a)  A general principle whereby an individual has to take into consideration the 

impression that he makes on others (the “audience”), derived from (BaMidbar 32:22) 

“And you will be free of suspicion from God and Yisrael”,3 as well as other verses.4  

This is given as a reason for specific laws, where it is stated that it is prohibited to 

perform a certain action or there is an obligation to do a certain thing, in order to 

prevent the suspicion that one has either sinned or not fulfilled a Commandment… 

b) Regarding particular permitted actions, which give the impression of doing something 

prohibited, the Chachamim prohibited these actions because of “Mar’it Ayin”, 

because those who observe the actions will think that the prohibited actions are 

permitted, and this will become a stumbling block leading them to transgress 

prohibitions that are illegal according to the law, or  those who see will not come to 

suspect the one engaged in the action as transgressing… 

  

 Parashat VaEtchanan contains a verse that suggests that not only should we be 

conscious of the impression that we might be making upon other Jews, but even on the non-

Jews with whom we coexist.  

 

Devarim 4:6 

Observe therefore and do them; for this is your wisdom and your understanding 

in the sight of the peoples, that, when they hear all these statutes, shall say: 

'Surely this great nation is a wise and understanding people.'5 6 

                                                                                                                                                                             
2
 Although there are many statements to the effect that we should not engage in judging one another, the 

cold fact is that human beings do look at others and rightly or wrongly, draw conclusions regarding what 
they see. I think that the discussions in both the Written and Oral Tora about judging and courts, pertains 
not only to formal legal settings, but also how we treat one another in our interpersonal interactions.  
3
 The context of this verse is  Moshe’s ratification of the proposal of the tribes of Reuven and Gad, 

whereby once they assist in the conquest of the land of Israel, they will be allowed to settle on the far side 
of the Jordan. In this way they will not be suspected either by God or the rest of the Jewish people of 
believing that Jews should not/could not conquer the land, the sin that led to the forty years of 
wanderings in the desert in BaMidbar 14:27-35. 
4
 See also Mishlei 3:4; Yehoshua 22:22; Devarim 6:18; 12:18. 

5
 See my essay on VaEtchanan 5773 “Seeing Judaism through the Eyes of Others” at 

http://images.shulcloud.com/376/uploads/Pubs/RabbiSpeeches/5773/VaEtchanan-5773-Seeing-God-
and-Judaism-through-the-Eyes-of-Others.pdf where the topic is discussed specifically from the 
perspectives of R. Yaakov Tzvi Mecklenberg and R. Bachaye. 
6
 One of my favorite Talmudic passages that speaks to this very issue appears in Yoma 86a: 

Abaye explained: As it was taught: (Devarim 6:5) “And thou shalt love the Lord thy God”,  
i.e., that the Name of Heaven be beloved because of you. If someone studies Scripture and 
Mishnah, and attends on the disciples of the wise, is honest in business,  and speaks pleasantly to 
persons, what do Briyot—people then say concerning him? ‘Happy the father who taught him 

http://images.shulcloud.com/376/uploads/Pubs/RabbiSpeeches/5773/VaEtchanan-5773-Seeing-God-and-Judaism-through-the-Eyes-of-Others.pdf
http://images.shulcloud.com/376/uploads/Pubs/RabbiSpeeches/5773/VaEtchanan-5773-Seeing-God-and-Judaism-through-the-Eyes-of-Others.pdf
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The Talmud’s particular interpretation of this verse focusses upon a specific intellectual 

enterprise that when engaged in by Jews, will win them admiration in the eyes of others: 

 

Shabbat 75a 

R. Shimeon b. Pazzi said in the name of R. Yehoshua b. Levi on the authority of 

Bar Kappara: He who knows how to calculate the cycles and planetary courses, 

but does not, of him Scripture saith, (Yeshayahu 5:12) “But they regard not the 

work of the Lord, neither have they considered the Operation of His Hands.”  R. 

Shmuel b. Nachmani said in R. Yochanan's name: How do we know that it is 

one's duty to calculate the cycles and planetary courses? Because it is written, 

“For this is your wisdom and understanding in the sight of the peoples”:  What 

wisdom and understanding is in the sight of the peoples?   Say, that it is the 

science of cycles and planets. 

 

Individuals who are astronomers and who can make the sorts of calculations that allow for the 

generation of calendars, i.e., taking into consideration the differences between the solar and 

lunar years, etc., will be looked upon by all of humanity, according to the Talmud, as particularly 

astute and sophisticated. By extension, there have been professions that Jews have excelled in 

and have become stereotypically associated with Jewish ethnicity: medicine, financial matters, 

theoretical physics, etc. But it occurred to me that these professions have a decidedly math-

science bent; what are Jews whose strengths are in the humanities to do in order to win similar 

regard from general humanity?  

 

 Rabbi Doctor Carmi Horowitz, in an essay on behalf of the Bar Ilan University Parashat 

HaShavua series,7 notes that RaMBaM applies the verse in question to two areas of 

philosophical and theological study, areas that are located squarely in the right side of the 

brain.8 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Torah, happy the teacher who taught him Torah; woe unto people who have not studied the 
Torah; for this man has studied the Torah look how fine his ways are, how righteous his deeds! . 
Of him does Scripture say: (Yeshayahu 49:3) “And He said unto me: Thou art My servant, Israel, 
in, whom I will be glorified.”  But if someone studies Scripture and Mishnah, attends on the 
disciples of the wise, but is dishonest in business, and discourteous in his relations with people, 
what do Briyot--people say about him? ‘ Woe unto him who studied the Torah, woe unto his 
father who taught him Torah; woe unto his teacher who taught him Torah!’ This man studied the 
Torah: Look, how corrupt are his deeds, how ugly his ways; of him Scripture says: (Yechezkel 
36:20) “In that men said of them,: These are the people of the Lord, and are gone forth out of His 
land.”  

The usage of the term “Briyot” (people) suggests that it is not only Jews who are observing and drawing 
conclusions regarding an individual’s behavior, but also non-Jews.  
7
 “A Wise and Discerning People”, Parashat VaEthchanan, 5764, July 31, 2004 

http://www.biu.ac.il/JH/Parasha/eng/vahet/car.html  
8
 See for example Kendra Cherry, “Left Brain vs. Right Brain”, 

http://psychology.about.com/od/cognitivepsychology/a/left-brain-right-brain.htm  

http://www.biu.ac.il/JH/Parasha/eng/vahet/car.html
http://psychology.about.com/od/cognitivepsychology/a/left-brain-right-brain.htm
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 In his introduction to the Mishnayot of the last chapter of Sanhedrin, known as 

“Chelek”, RaMBaM discusses the manner in which three different groups of individuals 

approach Rabbinic teaching in Midrash and Aggada. The first such group is described as follows:  

 

…The first, which as I have observed comprises the majority – from what I have 

seen of their works and from what I have heard about them – accept them (the 

Midrashim and Aggadot) at face value, not interpreting them in any hidden 

ways whatsoever, and view all the impossible things as necessarily real.  Indeed, 

they do so in their folly and their lack of science; and they have not the 

perfection that would enable them to awaken of themselves, nor has there 

been found someone who could awaken them.  They believe that the Sages, in 

all their upright and proper words, meant nothing more than what they 

themselves are capable of understanding by their own knowledge, which is the 

superficial sense.9  Although some of what they said might appear defamation 

and far from sensible were it recounted at face value to common folk and all the 

more so to the wise, if they were to ponder these things they would be 

astonished and say how could there be a person in the world who would think 

that way or think that to be a correct belief, all the more so that it be seen with 

favor by him.   This class of the intellectually weak is to be lamented for their 

folly, for they respect and elevate the Sages according to their intellectual 

ability, thereby degrading them to the lowest degree without understanding 

this.  By the Blessed Lord, this category of people lose the Torah its glory and 

obscure its radiance, for they make the Teaching of the Lord the opposite of 

what was intended.  For the Blessed Lord said in His perfect Torah that “If they 

observe all these laws, they will say surely that great nation is a wise and 

discerning people.”   But this group recounts the law of the Sages in such a way 

that when the other peoples of the world hear them, they say how foolish and 

stupid is this little nation.  Most of what these preachers do is interpret for and 

teach the masses things which they do not understand.  Would that they 

maintained silence, seeing as they have neither knowledge nor understanding, 

as it is said:  “If you would only keep quiet, it would be considered wisdom on 

your part” (Job 13:5), or if only they would say: we do not understand what the 

Sages meant by these words, nor how to interpret them.   But they think that 

                                                           
9
 Currently there is a movement in Israel regarding bible study, known as “TaNaCh BeGoveh Einayim” (the 

bible through Chutzpadic eyes). The assumption is that attention should be paid by the individual to the 
simple meaning of the text without resorting to traditional commentaries. While the principle “Ein Mikra 
Yotzeh MiPeshuto” (no biblical text should be interpreted contrary to its simple meaning) has been 
invoked down through the ages, most notably by RaShBaM, a medieval commentator who was RaShI’s 
grandson, nevertheless, to assume in its extreme form, that whatever occurs to a person, however 
prepared or unprepared, is a legitimate interpretation, does lend itself to questionable approaches. 
RaMBaM apparently observed a similar phenomenon with respect to Rabbinic statements that begged 
credulity, at least in his mind.  
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they understand them and try to teach the people and interpret according to 

their understanding on the basis of their weak intellect and not according to 

what the Sages said; and they preach from Tractate Berakhot and Perek Helek 

and the like according to their plain sense, word for word… 

 

R. Horowitz interprets this passage in the RaMBaM as follows: 

 

In making the verse “Surely…a wise and discerning people” a central pivot in his 

text, Maimonides ascribed an important and central role to interpreting Aggada 

(clearly an exercise in humanities thinking and analysis)… 

Deep philosophical interpretation that uncovers the abstract philosophical ideas 

in the Aggada makes it possible to reveal the universal aspect of the Tora, the 

aspect that will lead other peoples, upon seeing the depth of thought that lies 

hidden in the Aggadot, to respond saying “Surely…” Simplistic literal 

interpretation achieves the opposite and leads to profanation of the Lord.10 By 

rationally analyzing Aggadot that do not lend themselves to sensible literal 

interpretation we sanctify the Name of the Lord.  

 

The author not only advocates a certain approach methodologically for understanding 

Rabbinic literature; he simultaneously promotes a particular goal, the uncovering of 

universal ideas within Jewish tradition. While I certainly agree that this type of learning 

is important not only for Jews to understand themselves, but also to place Jewish 

thought and literature before the world as material worthy of contemplation in terms of 

how it relates to the human condition in general, I think that even those who approach 

Midrashim and Aggadot philosophically, do not always carry the ideas forward to the 

point of universality, certainly an important insight and educational goal.11 

 

 R. Dr. Horowitz notes that a second place where RaMBaM incorporates Devarim 4:6 into 

his philosophical musings, is in the Guide for the Perplexed, Part III, Chapter 31: 

 

There is a group of human beings who consider it a grievous thing that causes 

(i.e., reasons; Ta’amei HaMitzvot) should be given for any law; what would 

please them most is that the intellect would not find a meaning for the 

Commandments and prohibitions.  What compels them to feel thus is a sickness 

that they find in their souls, a sickness to which they are unable to give 

utterance and of which they cannot furnish a satisfactory account.  For they 

think that if those laws were useful in this existence and had been given to us 

                                                           
10

 See fn. 6.  
11

 I wonder to what degree one’s training in secular studies would assist in pursuing such an approach for 
interpreting Rabbinic literature. If an individual has not studied secular literature, philosophy, history, 
sociology, etc., will he necessarily be attuned to universal human issues in the same way that someone 
who has received such training and continues to think along such lines might? 
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for this or that reason, it would be as if they derived from the reflection and the 

understanding of some intelligent being.   If, however, there is a thing for which 

the intellect could not find any meaning at all and that does not lead to 

something useful, it indubitably derives from  G-d; for the reflection of man 

would not lead to such a thing.12   It is as if, according to these people of weak 

intellects, man were more perfect than his Maker; for man speaks and acts in a 

manner that leads to some intended end, whereas the Deity does not Act thus, 

but Commands us to do things that are not useful to us and Forbids us to do 

things that are not harmful to us.  But He is far Exalted above this;13  the 

contrary is the case – the whole purpose consisting in what is useful for us,14 as 

we have explained on the basis of its dictum:  (Devarim 6:24) “For our lasting 

good and for our survival, as is now the case”.  And it says:  “Who on hearing of 

all these laws [Chukkim] will say:   Surely that great nation is a wise and 

discerning people.”  Thus it states explicitly that even all the statutes [Chukkim] 

will show to all the nations that they have been given with wisdom and 

understanding.  Now if there is a thing for which no reason is known and that 

does not either procure something useful or ward off something harmful, why 

should one say of one who believes in it or practices it that he is wise and 

understanding and of great worth?   Rather things are indubitably as we have 

mentioned. 

 

RaMBaM is making the claim that not only should Jews engage in discovering the reasons for 

Mitzvot for themselves, but doing so will enable them to account for how they are living to 

outsiders who may be curious and interested. This is not about trying to make Judaism 

attractive in order to make non-Jews consider conversion; the philosophical understanding of 

Commandments is intended, according to RaMBaM, to allow Jews to be regarded as 

sophisticated spiritual searchers and thinkers, rather than obscurantists and fundamental 

cultists.  

  

                                                           
12

 This type of attitude is reminiscent of a sentiment attributed, LeHavdil,  to the early Church Father, 
Tertullian, although many now claim that it is a misreading of what he actually said: "Credo quia 
absurdum " (It is to be believed because it is absurd). While the Alter of Navaradok writes in Madreigot 
HaAdam that it would be preferable to treat even Mishpatim (laws that are thought to be rational and 
logical) as Chukim (those whose reasons, if they exist, are more esoteric and less obvious) because in this 
way there will be less of a tendency to try to rationalize getting around the Commandments, RaMBaM 
obviously thought differently about the need to understand reasons for all Mitzvot, including Chukim. For 
a lengthy discussion of the two schools of thought regarding Ta’amei HaMitzvot, see RaMBaN on Devarim  
13

 This would appear to be a new understanding of “Mitzva LiShma” (a Mitzva for its own sake), i.e., the 
only way to guarantee that there is no personal ulterior motive for carrying out a Mitzva is to assume that 
the Mitzva simply does not make sense in any way for the human mind.  
14

 RaMBaM, Mishneh Tora, Hilchot Temura 4:13 
…And most of the laws of the Tora are nothing other than great recommendations from the 
Greatest of Recommenders to improve attitudes and to straighten all actions… 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credo_quia_absurdum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credo_quia_absurdum
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The author of the essay again invokes the quest for universal values in his explanation of the 

passage from the Moreh:   

  

 By discovering the reasons for Mitzvot, we discover the universal foundations 

that underlie them. The other peoples learn to appreciate the wisdom of the 

Tora and thus the Name of God becomes Sanctified in the world.  

 

Once again, using our intellects to not only make sense of our practices and customs, but to 

discover how these activities connote ideas that others might find of interest, suggests a very 

specific spin placed upon our attempts at understanding both our literature as well as our 

lifestyle. Just as certain parts of TaNaCh are deemed “Wisdom Literature”, e.g., Tehillim, Iyov, 

Mishlei, Shir HaShirim, because they seem to transcend Judaism during the course of their 

imparting religious and social truths, RaMBaM, according to Carmi Horowitz’ approach, is 

suggesting the same for at least some Midrashim, Aggadot and Halachot.  

 


